
! AC Transit Policy No. 410

BOARD POLICY
Subject Category: OPERATIONS

I. PURPOSE:

In order to provide the highest level of service to the
public, AC Transit routinely cooperates with BART when there are
circumstances which cause service disruptions on the BART system
in the East Bay. In adopting this policy it is the intent of the
AC Transit Board of Directors to establish guidelines for the
deployment of Emergency Bus Service to assist BART.

II. POLICY:

1. If BART Emergency Bus Service (@@Bus Bridge") is required
within the operating boundaries of AC Transit District,
AC Transit will provide service to BART to the extent AC
Transit's services will not be negatively impacted.

2. If the "Bus Bridge It is required in those areas outside
of AC Transit's operating boundaries, AC Transit will
provide service to BART only as a last resort. It is
anticipated that BART will use resources available to
them in the area of the emergency and AC Transit will
provide service only if available local resources are
insufficient. In any event, regular AC Transit service
should not be adversely impacted. If operators and
buses are not available, service will not be provided.

3. If the "bus bridge 'I is required to link services inside
and outside of AC Transit's boundaries, AC Transit does
not object to service being provided within the
District's boundaries by other transit operators.
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4. In the case of a major catastrophic event such as an

earthquake, AC Transit's best judgment will be used to
set priorities between regular service and BART qmBus
Bridge )I service.

5. In the spirit of cooperation, AC Transit will make
reasonable efforts within our power to assist BAPT in
coping with their emergencies in anticipation that BART
will fully reimburse AC Transit for fully allocated
costs of providing emergency senrice.
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